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‘BABY-BAND. 

Application ?led September 14, 1918i i'Serial'Noi. 254,135. 
To allevizo'me'tmay concern: -- ' ~ 

Be it known that I, Mrs. Com G. FIELDS, 
a citizen of the United-States, residing at 
Huntington, in' the county of Cabell and 
State of WV est Virginia, have invented 

Improvements in >l3aby 
Bands, of which the following is a speci 
fication. . ' 

This invention .~ relates to 
ances, particularly to body 
has for its object’ the provision of an ab 
dominal supporter particularly designed for 
use upon infants and which is so construct~ 

‘surgical appli 
supporters, and 

ed as to beadjustable for use upon infants ~ 
of different sizes and so constructed and 
shaped as to hold the umbilicus securely 
and properly and to'_ properly support the 
abdomen whereby possibility of hernia will 
be prevented. ‘ ' _ 

An important object is the provision of 
a supporter of this character which is pro 
vided at one end with permanently secured 
fastening members and which carries ad 
jacent its other end a plurality of cooperat~ 
ing fastening members independently ad 
justably carried by a common ?exible mem— 
her, the cooperation of the two sets of fas- ' 
tening members permitting the device to 
be self adjusting so that it will accommo 
date itself to the movements of the infant 
while performing its function of properly 
supporting the umbilicus as well as bracing 
the back. 7 - 

Another object is the provision of a de 
vice of this character in which the entire 
series of adjustable fastening members ma 
be shifted bodily longitudinally of the body 
portion of the device so that a wide range 
of adjustment may be secured. _ 

A11 additional object is the provision of 
a device of this character which will be 
simple and inexpensive in manufacture, ef 
?cient in use, durable in service and which 
may be quickly and easily applied to or 
disengaged from the infant. 
With the above and other objects and ad 

vantages in View, the invention‘ consists in 
the details of construction to be herein 
after more fully described and claimed, and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings 
in which :— V 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the de 
vice in assembled position; 

Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the device 
?attened out and ' 
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.- Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view there 
through. 1 " 

Referring ‘more 
ing the numeral 5 designates the body por 
tion of my device which is formed of in 
elastic material 
termediate its ends with a plurality of darts 
6 whereby the requisite curvature may be 
obtained' At one end, the body portion 5 
is provided with a plurality of permanently‘ 
secured fastening members in the form~ of 
loops 7 which are stitched or otherwise suit 

’ ably secured upon the body portion 5.‘ 
At a point spaced from the other end. ‘of 

the body portiono, the material of the‘ band 
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and which is provided in! ~ ' 
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is stitched to provide a pair ‘of spaced. tucks“ 
.Sand 9 each of which is provided with a 
series of eyelets designated by the numerals 

' 10ai1d11. _A ?exible member 12 formedof 

laced 7‘ 
portion“ 

‘tape or‘ other suitable-‘material, 
through the eyelets 10 and has the 
extending through each eyelet formed into 
a loop 13 carrying a button 14. In view of 

V the fact that the loops 13 are slidable 
through the eyelets and are also slidably 
associated with the buttons 14, it will be seen 

independently of each other. The ?exible 
member 12 may be secured upon the tuck 8 
in any suitable manner, though a convenient 
arrangement is to knot the ?exible member 
at one of the outermost eyelets and then to 
tie the other end of the ?exible member at 
the other outermost eyelet. The portion of 
the band lying between the tuck 9'and the 
adjacent end forms a ?ap15 for a purpose 
to be described. 
As illustrated particularly in Fig. 3, the 

' body 5 is formed oflnner and outer layers 
of fabric or other suitable material connect 
ed along their edge portions by rows of 
stitching. The outer layer is formed with 
folds which provide the tucks 8 and 9 so that 
the tucks thus formed do not in anyway 
detract from the smoothness of the inner side 
of the inner layer. Therefore, a smooth and 
unbroken surface is presented to the body of 
the infant when the band is applied. 
The use of the device is as follows :—The 

band is placed about the infant with the 
intermediate portion 
the back and with the tucks 8 and 9 and 
the associated parts disposed at the abdomen. 
‘The end of the band provided with the loops 
7 is brought over the flap portion 15 and a 
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thereof disposed upon . I 



' buttons 14: are 
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proper position of the buttons 14 is .gaged, 
after which the ?exible member 12 is so 
adjusted that the loops 18 will be of the 
proper length so as to hold the ends of the 
device properly together so that the proper 
pressure will be exerted by the band. After 
the loops 13 have been‘adjusted until the 

in the ‘desired position, the 
loops 7 are engaged upon the buttons where~ 
upon the device will be ?rmly held in po 
sition. ‘ If it is found that proper‘ adjust 
ment cannot'be made by lengthening the 
loops 13 to their maximum extent, the ?exi 
ble member 12'ma-y be disengaged from the 
series of eyelets 10 in the tuck 8 and engaged V 

1 in the eyelets 11 in the tuck 9 and the loops 
13 readjusted. -' V _ 

From the Jforegoing description and study of the drawing it will ‘be apparent 
that I have thus provided a band tor use 

7 upon infants which will strengthen the back7 
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which will brace the abdomen and properly 
support the umbilicus,‘ and which will be to 
a certain extent‘ self-adjusting by virtue of 
the'sliding connection of the buttons upon 
the loops within the eyelets. I . 

It will also be noted that thevldevice is 
very readily’ adjustable for-useupon infants 

: of different sizesv and that its application is _ 
extremely simple. 
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While I have shown and described the 
preferred embodiment; of the invention, it 
will of course be readily understood that I’ 
reserve the right to make such changes in 
the form, construction and arrangement of 
parts as will not depart from the spirit of 
the invention nor the scope of the “subjoined 

Having thus described my invention I 
claim :- a ' 

An abdominal support comprising an ' 
elongated body‘ incluslve of lnner and outer 
layers connected along their edges, the outer 
layer of said body being Jformed adjacent 
one end with a transversely extending tuck, 
the portion of said'body between saidtuck 
and the adjacent end of the body constitut 
ing a ?ap, said transversely extending tuck 
being provided with spaced eyelets, a lace 
passed twice through each‘ eyelet thereby 
forming a plurality vof spaced adjustable 
loops,’ buttons carried by the loops thus 
formed, :and'a plurality of ?xed loops car 
ried by ‘one end of the body andadapted‘to 

7 receive saidvbuttons, the innerlayer of said 
- jbodyfhavingi-ts lnner surface smooth where 
nby alsmooth I surface is presented to the body 
when the support is applied. ,1 
In testimony whereof I 

Mas. CORA GROVER FIELDS. 
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